Trio II
Touch Button
Your new In-Home Display:
a handy guide to what it is
and how it works

www.solarplicity.com

Why am I getting
a Smart Meter?
Thanks to a new government initiative, Smart Meters are being rolled out across
the UK. It’s part of a nationwide scheme to help people use energy smarter... as
well as helping to get your energy costs down. This handy guide tells you all you
need to know about your brand new Trio II In-Home Display (fitted for FREE by
Solarplicity). Have a read – and then say hello to the smart way to stay in control
of your energy!

Smart Meter, smart thinking!
Solarplicity are fitting your new Smart Meter for FREE!



 More control of the energy you use – and the amount you spend
No more manual reads – your energy usage is sent directly to us
 S
 ee how much energy you use – in simple, easy-to-understand
pounds and pence
 Improved energy efficiency
 Get important energy info and updates
 Smart Meters make ‘Pay as You Go’ topping up simple!
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It’s simply smarter!
Smart Meter
Your Smart Meters
will wirelessly send
information to your
In-Home Display as
well as automatically
sending us your
energy usage, so
there’s no more need
for meter readings.

Smart
Meter

£

£

£

In-Home Display
With the information
your Smart Meters
send to your In-Home
Display, you can
manage your energy
usage and
take control of your
energy costs.

£
In-Home
Display
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How the process works...
1

We’ll arrange a suitable date and time to
come and install your new Smart Meter

2

It will be fitted in a similar area to your
current gas and electricity meters* – to keep
things neat, tidy and, above all, easy
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We’ll also install your new In-Home Display
unit - to show you exactly how much energy
you’re using and how much you’re paying

Smart
Meter

Simple to connect,
simple to save
Once we’ve connected your new Smart Meter
to your existing gas and electricity supply,
your In-Home Display will be connected to your
new meter wirelessly. Through this, you’ll be
able to see your energy plan, monitor your
energy usage and set targets - making it simple
to control your energy and simple to save!

*Dependent on our installation technician’s preliminary survey.

In-Home
Display
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Your Trio II In-Home Display

HOME

What’s in the box?
Your Trio II package contains the following:
• Trio II energy In-Home Display
• In-Home Display stand
• Micro-USB power supply

IMPORTANT!
Don’t use any other power supply with your
new Trio II – the power supply included
isn’t suitable for use with any USB device.
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Your Trio II In-Home Display continued

HOME

In-Home Display overview
Press to enter Menu
whilst on Home screen.
Press to return to Home.

Use arrow buttons to move between
Energy now, Energy today and
Prepay balance (if applicable) tabs.

Home
Energy now

The LED at the bottom of
the In-Home Display shows
your electricity usage
(GREEN for low, AMBER for
medium or RED for high).

Energy today

Press to return to
the previous screen.

14:37
Prepay balance

Electricity

Gas

2.63 kW

£1.36 /hr

Use the
buttons to
navigate around the screen.
Press to select or to
switch between options.
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Making energy simple

HOME

See what you’re using
Your new Trio II In-Home Display makes your electricity and gas use visible – showing you what
you’re spending and taking the guesswork out of how much energy you use in your home.
What is a kWh?
Electrical and gas energy
consumption is measured in kWh
(kilowatt hours) – traditionally
known as ‘units’.
As your home appliances consume
energy during the day, the kWh
total increases.
A kW (or kilowatt) is the rate at
which energy is being consumed,
so using 1.5kW for one hour would
result in 1.5kWh of energy consumed.
Your electricity and gas,
at a glance...
In the same way your car shows
how fast you’re going, the electricity
‘speedometer’ on the left of the
Home screen shows how much
electricity your home’s using
right now.

Now take a look at the flame symbol
on the right of the Home screen;
this shows how much gas you’ve
used within the past 30 minutes.
To make your energy easier to
understand, you can view hourly
rates of usage in either terms of
cost (£) and energy or power (kW).
For example, if your In-Home Display
says £0.15 for the rate of electricity
consumption, this means that if the
rate remained the same, it would
cost 15p for the next hour.
Note: the electricity ‘speedometer’
is updated every few seconds, and
the gas flame is updated every
30 minutes.

Less is more
The lower the hourly rate of
consumption, the less it will cost
– and the more you can save.
A medium-sized house uses around
250kWh or 4p of electricity per
hour – so why not see how low you
can get your meter’s electricity
speedometer!
Got your lights switched off but
using more than this rate? It might
be a good idea to have a look
around your home and see if there
are any appliances that can be
turned off.
Note: the gas flame symbol should
be off when your boiler and cooker
haven’t been used for 30 minutes.
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Making energy simple continued

HOME

See what you’re using continued
Don’t panic!
If, every now and then,
your energy usage appears
high, don’t panic – this is usually
normal. Take a look at the image
below to see where the electricity
speedometer will typically be
when using certain appliances in
the home:

Typical ‘base load’
Evening time

How can I use less?
Want to use less energy? It’s actually
pretty simple. Have a look for
appliances that aren’t being used
and can be switched off.
We’re talking about things like
games consoles, sound systems or
even the clock radio in the spare
room! Have a go at switching
different appliances off and see
what effect this has on your meter’s
speedometer!

Other ways to save energy...
• Put less water in the kettle
(only boil what you need)
• Lower the temperature on your
washing machine
• Raise the temperature of your
freezer (-18°C is cold enough)

Boiling a kettle
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Home screen

HOME

Overview
The Home screen is broken down
into two or three tabs. Two tabs
are for credit mode, and the
third is for pre-payment mode
(when applicable).
When your Trio II is powered on,
it will automatically show the Home
screen once connected to the
Smart Meter(s).

Fig. i

You can also, at any time,
press the button to return to the
Home screen.
Your meter and WiFi (where
applicable) signal status is shown in
the top left of the screen.

When you next return to the
Home screen from other screens,
the previously selected tab will
automatically be shown.

buttons to switch
Use the
between the Energy now (fig. i),
Energy today (fig. ii) or Prepay
balance (fig. iii) (when in prepay
mode) tabs.

Fig. ii

Fig. iii
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Home screen continued

HOME

Energy now
This is the default screen shown
when the In-Home Display has
started up, when the button has
been pressed or when the In-Home
Display has not been used for a
period of time.
Pressing the button will change
the values from being shown in cost
as £/hr and power as kW.
Fig. iv

The Energy now (fig. iv) screen is
divided in two, with the left side
showing Electricity consumption
now and the right displaying Gas
consumption and the temperature
(where available) within the home.
Depending on your Smart Meter
configuration, only the available
energy types will be shown – the
gas flame will not be shown if you
do not have a gas Smart Meter,
for example.

Electricity
The dial on the left (only available
when you have an electricity Smart
Meter) shows the current rate of
energy use for your home.
As your home uses more or less
energy, the dial will move up
and down.
The dial is divided into three zones
– green, amber and red. As the dial
moves between the zones, the colour
of the LED at the bottom of the
display will change to match.

This means you can quickly see if
your home is using a little, or a lot,
of electricity from a distance or at
times when the screen has dimmed
or turned off overnight.
The current rate of consumption can
be shown in cost as £/hr (default) or
energy as kW.
Gas
The gas flame indicates the recent
consumption rate of gas for your
home (where available). The usage
readings are taken every half an hour.
As more gas is consumed, the blue
flame will increase in size.
Because there are readings being
taken every half hour, the flame
shows recent gas consumption and
may not show immediately when gas
is no longer being consumed.
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Home screen continued

HOME

Energy today
The Energy today (fig. v) screen
shows the total consumption so far
today for Electricity and Gas.

Fig. v

If you have set a budget for each
fuel type (see Settings), then the
In-Home Display will predict –
based on previous consumption
for the same day of the week – if
the total consumption today will be
within budget.

The budget prediction is green
if you’re predicted to be under
budget. This turns amber if you’re
expected to be over budget and
red if the budget has already
been exceeded.
Press the button to change
between total cost and energy.
The budget can be set within the
Settings > Budgets menu.

As energy is consumed, the small
yellow dot (for electricity) and
blue dot (for gas) will orbit around
the budget prediction to show
how much of the daily budget has
been consumed so far today –
starting and ending at the bottom.
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Home screen continued

HOME

Prepay balance
This screen is only shown if one
or more prepayment meters
are installed.
The Prepay balance (fig. vi) screen
shows the current available credit or
the amount owed for prepayment
meter(s).

Fig. vi

Electricity is on the left and Gas
on the right if the two meters are
installed. Otherwise, the gauge for
the available fuel is in the centre.
The circle indicates the credit
available and will appear full when
above £20.

You can change the level at which
you’ll be notified on screen that your
credit is running low under Settings >
Advanced > Low credit setting.
If the grey symbol is shown, you
can activate your emergency credit
by pressing > Prepay > Activate
emergency credit.
A green symbol is shown when
you have activated emergency credit
but it has not yet been used.
A red symbol is shown when
emergency credit is already in use.
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Home screen continued

HOME

System status
This screen (fig. vii) can be
accessed via the Menu.

The icons show the following:
S
 tatus of the electricity meter
(where fitted)
S
 tatus of the gas meter
(where fitted)

Fig. vii

buttons to select any of
Use the
the icons and then to view more
information on the different parts
of the Smart Metering system.

S
 ignal status between the InHome Display and the Smart
Meters - this is also shown in
the top left of the screen

If the optional WiFi module has
been fitted, then the following will
also be shown:
S
 ignal status to the local WiFi
network – this is also shown in
the top left of the screen
C
 onnection status to the
cloud service

The In-Home Display

System Status screen
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History screens

HOME

Electricity history
By selecting Electricty usage from the Menu screen, you can see your recent usage.
Each bar represents a one hour
period and is shown in green.
The lightest green bar shows the
highest hourly period for today and
the darkest green bar shows the
current hour or incomplete period.

Fig. viii

Day tab
The screen (fig. viii) initially shows
the current usage for today in
energy (kWh), divided into the
24 hours of the day.

The highest hourly period
(lighter green) will always display
the usage for that hour – the figure
is shown to the right of the bar
(0.86kWh in the example shown to
the left).
Pressing the button will change
the values from being shown in cost
as £/hr and energy as kW.

Fig. ix

Week tab
The Week tab (fig. ix) shows the
electricity usage for the previous
eight days.
If a budget has been set* then when
in cost view (£), the days where this
has been exceeded will be displayed
– with the extra cost highlighted
in red.
* See Settings Budget.
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History screens continued

HOME

Electricity history continued
Gas history
The same historical views are
available for gas consumption.
Seasonal adjustment
The budgets may be seasonally
adjusted to take into account
higher energy use during the winter
months and less during the summer.
Fig. x

Fig. xi

Month tab
This shows (fig. x) the previous
weeks in the same way as the
Week tab.

Year tab
The final view (fig. xi) is the Year
tab which shows the previous
13 months of usage. As with the
Week and Month tabs, you can see
months that were above and below
the budget.

This can be disabled under
Settings > Budget.
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Messages

HOME

You’ve got mail!

Reading a message

Deleting messages

From time to time (and because we
like to keep in touch) we might send
you messages – these will appear in
your In-Home Display’s Inbox (fig. xii).

Select Open from the options
menu to read a message (fig. xiii).

You can delete a message
by selecting Delete from the
options menu.

Welcome to Solar...

05/01/18

An engineer is du...

05/01/18

If the message is longer than the
buttons
space available, use the
to view the rest of the message.

The delete option will appear
greyed out if the message requires
confirmation or acceptance.

05/01/18
Your engineer has been booked to come
and fit your new Solarplicity Smart
Meter.

Fig. xii

When a new message comes
through, you’ll also receive a
notification on the Trio II’s screen,
as well as a sound. (Want to change
notification settings? It’s easy. Go to
page 21 in this guide: Settings >
Sound & Alerts.)

Fig. xiii

Some messages require
confirmation or acceptance –
buttons to switch
use the
between options and the button
to select.

If we sent you a message and you
haven’t read it yet, it’ll be shown in
bold and have a marker to the left
of it.
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Menu

HOME

Overview

Electricity usage

Gas usage

The main menu (fig. xiv)
can be accessed by pressing
the button whilst on the
home screen.

Explore recent electricity
consumption in the Electricity
history screen (when available)
(fig. xv).

Explore recent gas
consumption in the Gas history
screen (when available).
This works in the same way as
electricity history.
(See “Settings” on page 20.)

Fig. xiv

Fig. xv

Use the
buttons to move
through the menu items and then
press to access the menu item.

buttons to move
Use the
through the Day, Week, Month
and Year tabs. Press to change
the values from being shown in
cost as £/hr and energy as kW.

Press the
a level.

button to go back

(See “Settings” on page 20.)
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Menu continued

HOME

Meter balance

Tariffs

Outstanding payment

Look at the current balance of
energy used for electricity or gas
since the last bill or to view your
prepayment balance.

Got a prepayment meter and have
outstanding payment? This will be
shown with a breakdown of the
charges and recovery rate.

Use the button to return to the
previous screen.

Look at the current and next electricity
and gas prices and any other daily
charges that may apply. This screen
shows the current chargeable unit of
electricity or gas with any daily charges
that may apply, excluding any applied
discounts. Remember, with Solarplicity
you pay no standing charge – so this part
of the display will always show 0.00p.

Meter balance for prepayment

Example tariff with variable charges

Combined debt

buttons for Electricity
Use the
or Gas and press to select.

Note: ‘Total debt’ refers to the
combined total of all payments owed.

Fair Market Price

0.00p

Meter balance for credit billing

Example of standard rate tariff

Detailed debt with recovery rate
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Menu continued

HOME

Inbox

Meters

Take a look at messages
that we’ve sent you.

Info
See details of your electricity
and / or gas meter – as well
as current meter reading(s).
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Settings

HOME

Overview

Budget

Display

Fig. xvi

Fig. xvii

Fig. xviii

The Settings menu (fig. xvi)
can be reached from the
main Menu.

Your Trio II In-Home Display
has been designed to help you
track your energy usage and
meet the budgets you set.

Use this screen (fig. xviii) to
change the display settings for
your In-Home Display.

buttons to scroll
Use the
through options and to
select. The
buttons will
then change your budget.

Brightness
Set the brightness of the screen.
This affects all screens as well
as the intensity of the LED.

If you look at the Energy
today tab on the Home
screen, you will be shown
how the energy usage for
today compares against your
set budget (fig. xvii).

Backlight
When set to ON, the In-Home
Display screen will be on at all
times (unless backlight timer
is on). When OFF, press any
button to wake after five
minutes of inactivity.

buttons to
Use the
change the setting selection
and press to view or
change the selected setting.
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Settings continued
Display continued

HOME

Sound & alerts
Alerts
Set to ON if you wish to receive
audible notifications of new alerts.
Examples of alerts include battery
low, loss of meter network, or WiFi
network (if the WiFi module is
connected).

Fig. xix

Fig. xx

Backlight timer
When set to ON (fig. xix),
the screen will be on between the
times selected.

Change the volume of warning
tones and when you hear them
(fig. xx).

When off, press any button
to wake.

Volume
This sets the volume of all sounds.

Alerts will wake your screen even if
your backlight is set to off.
Message alerts
Set to ON if you wish to
receive audible notification for
new messages.
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Settings continued

HOME

Pick a colour!

Advanced features

Like it Light or prefer it Dark?
Pick the colour theme that suits you!

Your new Trio II has a few more nifty features which it might be worth
knowing about...
Device info
Useful information that’s good
to know, including your In-Home
Display’s serial number and software
version. (You might need this if you
ever get in touch with us about your
Trio II.)

Default Dark theme

Low credit setting
Use the buttons to set the minimum
available credit before you receive
an on-screen notification.

Reset settings
Use this screen to reset all your user
settings, including budgets, WiFi,
history and alerts.
Engineer
Don’t worry about this screen –
it’s for the installation engineer’s
use only.

This is only available if you have a
prepayment meter.
Default Light theme
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Got a problem?

HOME

Your new Trio II is a state-of-the-art piece of kit, so it should be pretty reliable. However,
in the unlikely event that anything does go wrong, the info on this page should hopefully help.

FAQs
My In-Home Display isn’t showing
any readings
This could be because your
display is out of range and
not communicating with the
Smart Meter.
You can check the signal strength
by pressing the button once
whilst on the home screen then
selecting System status from
the menu.
If the display cannot communicate
with the Smart Meter, it will show
Connecting to Smart Meter...
when the In-Home Display is
turned on.

Why has my In-Home Display’s
screen turned off or gone blank?
Your In-Home Display may be off
for a number of reasons:
Under Settings > Display, if you
have selected the Backlight to be
off or the Backlight timer setting
to be on, then the screen will be
blank when you are not using
it (or it is scheduled to be off).
Press any button and the screen
should come back on.
See ‘Display’ on page 20
for more information on the
Display settings.

If the display shows Lost network
or not commissioned, then get in
touch with us.
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Got a problem? continued

HOME

Error codes
Your In-Home Display may show an error code in System status when
something goes wrong. The most common codes are shown below.
Code(s)

Error

Resolution

1 ... 3

In-Home Display error

Your In-Home Display has developed a fault. Please remove and reinsert the
power supply, or get in touch with us.

20

Connection error

Your In-Home Display can’t communicate with your Smart Meter.
Try moving it closer to your Smart Meter(s) – or get in touch with us.

21, 25

Electricity meter error

Your In-Home Display can’t communicate with the electricity meter. If the
problem persists, get in touch with us.

22, 26

Gas meter error

Your In-Home Display can’t communicate with the gas meter. If the problem
persists, get in touch with us.

For all other codes, please contact your utility provider(s).
See Menu > Support for contact details.
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Working with Gaz and Leccy
We’re a member of the Smart Metering Installation Code of
Practice (SMICOP). This gives you the peace of mind that
you’ll, a) receive a high standard of service throughout your
Smart Meter installation experience, b) know how to use your
In-Home Display and c) know how to benefit from its features.

Got some feedback or just want to chat?
We’re always happy to hear what you think. So, whether
you want to give feedback or ask questions, give us a call on
0333 0044 666. You can also give feedback via our short
online survey, at www.solarplicity.com/smartmetersurvey
Unhappy? Go to www.solarplicity.com/complaints
Or, for helpful, independent advice, visit the Citizens Advice
website, at www.citizensadvice.org.uk

Faults - Whilst we do our best to make sure your new Smart Meter is in perfect condition, on rare occasions, there might be a fault. If this happens, call us
on 0333 0044 666 to arrange for a replacement meter to be installed. (If it is found to be faulty through no fault of your own, we’ll install a replacement
free of charge.) If we provided your In-Home Display unit and, within 12 months of it being installed it becomes faulty, the replacement (or repair) is free.

www.solarplicity.com

